Thursday 18th November, 2021

Principal’s Report
REPORTS
Our staff are busy completing assessments and writing reports. We have
decided to go with the normal report rather than a modified version. We believe
that we have enough information to provide families with an accurate report on
their child’s progress.
ICAS
If you have signed your child up for an ICAS assessment, these have been
undertaken this week. We look forward to reviewing these results. If your child
was absent on the day, we will run make up sessions where possible.
PREP TRANSITION SESSION - FRIDAY NOV 19 (2.30-3.15pm)
We are looking forward to welcoming our new Preps and their families
tomorrow. This session will take place from 2.30 - 3.15pm, with a Parent
information session to be held at the same time in the PAC. Transition sessions
will be every Friday from Nov 19 to Dec 10. A range of information regarding
these sessions have been emailed to all families. We can’t wait to meet our
new Preps!
INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS GRANT
This year we successfully attained a $105,000 grant to design a sensory
garden near the flag post area. We met with the architects this week to discuss
ideas and begin designing this space. Stay tuned!
GOOGLE SYMPOSIUM
It was lovely to have been invited to participate in a Google Data Symposium
on Tuesday. The symposium brought together a small group of people who
work within education and have an interest in the role of rich data to support
learning. By participating we gain an insight into where education is heading
and also have the ability to influence the platform.

FANTASTIC NAPLAN DATA RESULTS
My Schools portal has been really slow in updating our 2021 results. So I would like to share our exceptional
results with our community. Congratulations to all our Year 3 and 5 students. The green box below is the state
and the orange box is our school.
Year 3 Results: Particular highlights are in Reading, Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation and Numeracy

Year 5 Results: Fantastic results in Reading, Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation and Numeracy

Despite the challenges of 2020 and 2021 our students have performed brilliantly. A time to celebrate!

SHADE SAIL GRANT
I am pleased to confirm that our application for a shade sail has been successful. The VSBA has approved the
outdoor learning space/s to a value of $25,000. This shade sail will cover part of the artificial play space between
the Prep playground and Administration building. We will look at adding an additional sail in the near future.

ASSEMBLY
It was so lovely being able to gather as a school, at our assembly on Monday. Congratulations to all our award
winners..
Prep J - Tahlia D

2J

- Jacob S

Prep M - Grace-Ngozi K
Prep T - Lyna A
1G/M - Max D
1M
- Lucus C
1S
- Elsie R
2D
- Josh D

3/4K
3/4M
3/4T
5/6C
5/6D
5/6M

- Neil B & Sid D
- Ravish S & Ilia A
- Dinuja D & Thomas A
- Nethika R
- Kara L
- Timothy C

Specialist Awards:
Art - Sreyash S & Alexis M
Japanese - Charlotte C & Ridhaan S
Music - Aisha M & Seanna G
PE - Jayden T & Yug P

FREE DRESS DAY
The students have reached their Dojo goal of 20,000 points! As a reward the SRC team have expressed they
would like a Free Dress Day so....
FREE DRESS DAY THURSDAY 25th NOVEMBER
Congratulations!
CAN YOU HELP?
Are you or someone you know a builder and would you be interested in doing some work around the school. We
are looking at doing some works around the school during January. Please contact the office if you are able to
help.

WHAT AM I GRATEFUL FOR?
My positive for this week…
- Spending time with our extended family celebrating a milestone birthday!

Let’s celebrate…
● Gathering as a whole school at assembly this week
● Our amazing NAPLAN results
● Miss Jamieson getting married! Yay! Now known as Mrs Field!
● Our baby shower for Mrs Morris! Good luck and we can’t wait to
meet baby Morris!

Sharon Reisss-Stone
Principal

Assistant Principal’s Report
WE LOVE NUMERACY
The Education Department’s Numeracy Portal is for teachers and parents. It has information about how you can
develop your child’s numeracy skills at home.
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/teachingresources/discipline/maths/Pages/maths-and-numerac
y-at-home.aspx
Numeracy is more than numbers. For example, numeracy helps us:
●
●
●
●

understand and use numbers and other mathematical ideas in everyday life
recognise and use shape
work out the chance of something happening
understand the data we see in the media.

When it comes to helping your child with their homework, Denis Sheeran, an online mathematics educator,
suggested “Questioning is at the heart of learning mathematics, not answering”. He suggests parents should ask
questions about the child’s thinking and working, rather than telling them how they should work out the answers.
Denis Sheeran has a website that includes a flow chart with questions that you can ask your child.
http://denissheeran.com/homework/
You can also help by modelling how you solve problems, but you should always refrain from making statements
such as “I wasn’t very good at maths” and “Maths was never my strong point”. Help your child by taking
opportunities to discuss how you think about problems, identify what skills and knowledge you bring to problems
to help solve them and be prepared to look beyond your initial response.
More information can be found at:
http://numeracyguidedet.global2.vic.edu.au/numeracy-at-home-helping-with-homework/

Carolyn Datson
Assistant Principal
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